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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper G will be a finite group, p a prime, k a field of 
characteristic p, E = 2 if p is odd and E = 1 if p = 2. Recently there has been 
considerable interest in the following conjecture (see [2, 8, 111): 
CONJECTURE 1.1. If V is nn irreducible kc-module in the principul block 
of kG, then there exists i E N such that H’( G, V) # 0. 
When HQG, a closely related problem is to determine the structure of 
H*(H, k) as a k[G/H]-module. We shall be particularly interested in the 
case when G is soluble, though our results will apply to a much larger class 
of groups. To state our results, we need to establish some notation. 
We shall use the notation d(kG) for the augmentation ideal of kG; thus 
d(kG) is the ideal of kG spanned by { g - 11 g E G }. Define a graded subring 
H(G, k) of H*(G, k) by 
@ H*‘(G, k), p odd 
H(G, k)= “” 
I 
0 H’(G, k), p = 2. 
r2O 
(So H(G, k) = H*(G, k) if p = 2.) Let .M(kG) denote the nilpotent radical 
of H*(G, k), a nilpotent ideal because H*(G, k) is noetherian, and let 
A(G) denote the set of maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups of G. We 
shall use the techniques and results of [S, 91 to prove 
THEOREM 1.2. Let HUG and let A be an elementary abelian p-subgroup 
ofH. WriteC=C,(A),N=N,(A),l=CnH:A,a=(G:A-N:A)/CH:H 
and b = (G: A - C: A)/CH: H. Then for all m E N, there exists a k[G(H]- 
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submodule M of @fiUm’ ,,,t HEi( H, k) such that M z k[G/CH] and 
M n ,r(kH) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let HUG and define 
I= n A(k[HC,(A)/H]) k[G/H]. 
At K(H) 
Then 
(i) H*(H, k)lE X’(kH). 
(ii) H(H, k) contains a k[G/H]-submodule M such that 
MnJf(kH)=O and MZ @Eok[G/H]/Z. 
COROLLARY 1.4. (cf Theorem 1 of [2] ). Let Pq G with P a p-group, 
let V be an irreducible k[G/P]-module and let A E&(P). Write 
C=Co(A), N=N,(A), l=CnP:A, a=(G:A-N:A)/CP:P and 
b = (G: A - C: A)/CP: P. Suppose p is odd, P # 1 and C,(P) s P. Then for 
allmEN, thereexi.stsnEBJ witha+ml<n<b+mlsuchthatH*“(P,k)has 
a k[G/P]-submodule isomorphic to V. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Suppose p is odd, G is a p-constrained and p-stable 
group, and O,, (G) = 1 # G. Write P = O,(G), let A be a normal elementary 
abelian subgroup of P of maximal order, and define r = G: A. If V is a non- 
zero kc-module with trivial P-action and m E N, then there exists n E N such 
that m<n<m+r- 1 and H2”(G, V)#O. 
For the definition and properties of p-constrained and p-stable groups, 
see Section 8.1 of [S]. As an almost immediate consequence of 
Corollary 1.5, we have 
COROLLARY 1.6. Suppose G is p-soluble and p > 5. Then Conjecture 1.1 is 
true and in fact if V is an irreducible kG-module in the principal block of kG, 
then there exists n E FJI such that n < [Cl/p and H*“(G, V) # 0. 
One can extend the class of groups in Corollary 1.6 for which Conjec- 
ture 1.1 is true by using the Green correspondence (see Sect. 2.12 of [ 1 I), 
as was done in [ 111. However, a problem is that the Green correspondent 
of an irreducible module is not necessarily irreducible. In view of this it 
would be nice if the following were true: if U is a nonprojective kG-module 
in the principal block of kG, then there exists n E N such that H”(G, 17) # 0; 
however this is false even when G is soluble, as the following example 
shows. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Assume that p is odd. Then there exists a supersoluble 
group G and an indecomposable nonprojective kc-module U in the 
principal block of kG with trivial source such that H*(G, U) = 0. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
As usual N will denote the set of positive integers (including 0), 0, (G) 
the largest normal p-subgroup of G, and O,.(G) the largest normal sub- 
group of G which has order prime to p. If A < G and g E G, then C, (A ) will 
indicate the centralizer of A in G, N,(A) the normalizer of A in G, G: A the 
index of A in G, IAl the order of A, and AR = g ‘Ag. Also B < G will mean 
that B d G and B # G. All modules will be right modules, and k[G/A] as a 
right kc-module is isomorphic to kaka kG. We shall write p for the 
Bockstein map from H’(A, k) to H’(A, k) and when no N, we shall write 
resG.A for the restriction map from H”(G, k) to H”(A, k), and tr,,, for the 
trace map from H”(A, k) to H”(G, k). When there is no possibility for con- 
fusion, we shall often shorten res,,, and trA,G. to resA and tr,, respectively. 
We shall use the notation H*(G, k) for the cohomology ring 
@ix& H’(G, k). If K is an extension field of k, then H”(G, K) z 
H”( G, k) ok K for all n E N (see Proposition 7 on p. 223 of [6]) and we can 
regard H”(G, k) as a k-subspace of H”(G, K). Furthermore if W is a kG- 
module in the principal block of kG, then Wok K is a KG-module in the 
principal block of KG; we shall use these well-known facts without further 
comment in the future. Define a graded subring S(G, k) of H(G, k) by 
S(G,k) = 
subring of H( G, k) generated by H’(G, k) and /IH’( G, k), p odd 
H(G,k), p=L 
and set S”(G,k)=H”(G,k)nS(G,k) for n~&fV. Then S”(G,K)r 
S”(G, k) ok K and if A is an elementary abelian p-group, it is well known 
that S(A, k) is a polynomial ring over k in rank(A) variables. Let U and V 
be kG-modules and let 0: U -+ V be a kG-homomorphism. Then we define 
U* = Hom,( U, k), the dual kc-module of U, U” = {U E Ulug= u for all 
gE G}, and ker Q and im 8 will stand for the kernel and image of 8, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that p is odd, O,.(G) = 1 and that G is p-constrained. 
(i) I~AE&(O~(G)), then C,(A) is a p-group. 
(ii) Let A he a normal elementary abelian subgroup qf O,,(G) of 
maximal order. If G is p-stable, then C,(A) G 0, (G). 
Proof: Write C = C,(A) and P = O,(G). 
(i) Suppose D < C with (Dj prime to p, and B is a maximal abelian 
subgroup of P containing A. Then DE C,(Cn P) by Theorem 5.3.10 of 
[S], and B c Cn P. Let M be a subgroup of P containing Cr\ P which is 
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maximal with respect to being centralized by D. If M# P, then there exists 
N d P such that Ma N and A4 # N. Clearly [D, M, N] = 1 = [M, N, D]. 
Thus [N, D, M] = 1 by the three subgroups lemma, hence [N, D, B] = 1 
and we deduce that [N, D] s B. Therefore [N, D, D] = 1 and it follows 
from Theorem 5.3.6 of [S] that [N, D] = 1, which contradicts the 
maximality of M and the result follows. 
(ii) By Theorem 5.3.13 of [5], there exists a characteristic subgroup 
Q of P with exponent at most p such that every nontrivial p’- 
automorphism of P induces a nontrivial automorphism of Q. Clearly 
[A, C, Q] = 1 = [Q, A, C] and it follows from the three subgroups lemma 
that [C, Q, A] = 1. Application of Lemma 5.4.14 of [S] now yields 
[C, Q] s A, hence [Q, C, C] = 1 and we deduce from p-stability that 
CE P, as required. 
3. PROOFS 
LEMMA~.~. Let SEIV and let A,,A, ,..., A,<A<HQG (s can be 0). 
Write C = C,(A), r = G: C and qt = H: A where q is a power of p and t is 
prime to p. Suppose A is an elementary abelian p-group, A aG and H g C. 
Then ,for all m E N, there exists u E @ y’+; ’ H”y”+ ‘.’ ‘(H, k) such that u = UC 
for all c E C, k[G/C] z resA ukG c S(A, k), and res,ukG = 0, whenever 
B<HandAnBcA~,forsomelE~ andgEG. 
Proof. Since H’(A, k) is naturally isomorphic to Hom(A, k), we see 
that if g E G\C, then there exists v E H’(A, k) such that o # vg. In the case p 
is odd, set w = pv, while if p = 2 set w = v. Then w E S’(A) k) and w # “g. 
Let F be a transversal for A in H. Applying the Mackey type formula for 
norm and res (Proposition 2 on p. 61 of [3] or p. 103 of [l]; see also [9]), 
we see that 
res,,, norm,,,( 1 + w) = n (1 + wh) 
/,E F 
= 1 + twY + terms of higher degree. 
Thus if x is the homogeneous part of normA,H( 1 + w) of degree sq, then 
res,xg#res,xEY’(A, k). It follows that if { g,,g,,...,g,} is a transversal 
for C in G and 1 < i < j< r, then there exists g,, E H”Y( H, k) such that 
res,cr,,gi # res,,a,,g;E F(A, k). Let K be an extension of k with infinite 
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degree, choose i, E K ( 1 < i <,j < r) which are linearly independent over k, 
and define 
CJ = c lqJi, E H’yH, K). 
1 <r<,<r 
Then res, og, # res, ug, E .Yy( A, K) whenever i #j. We now follow Endo’s 
argument as described on p. 213 of [8]. For m E N, set 
Observe that the determinant of the matrix res,4a’g,, where m 6 i < 
m+r- 1 and 1 dj<r, is 
n resA~“gl fl resA (q-as,)#O 
/= I I <,<,<r 
because S(A, K) is a polynomial ring, and thus { pgil 1 d id Y} is linearly 
independent over K. Also C centralizes A, hence C acts trivially on S(A, K) 
and so S(A, K) is a K[G/C]-module. Therefore pKG z K[G/C], which 




@ Hr:“‘( H, K) n S(A, H) 
I = ,,I > 
and hence also of 
i ( 
m+r-, 
resA 0 H”“(H,k))nS(A,k))O,K, 
I = ,>I 
because the last two expressions are isomorphic. It now follows from 
Proposition 2.1 of [7] that there exists y E @y=“,‘- ’ HEi4( H, k) such that 
k[G/C] s res, ykG c S(A, k). If s = 0 we have finished, so assume for the 
rest of the proof that s > 0. 
By using the natural isomorphism between H’(A, k) and Hom(A, k), for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., S, choose C(~ E H’( A, k) such that cli # 0 but resA,ai = 0. In the case 
p is odd set T~=/~x~, while if p=2 set 7, =a, (1 d ifs). Define 
5=rI1 GiG-r,IG,G-\r,gi. Then zESC’“(A,k), z=Tg#O for all gEG and 
res,z = 0 whenever D < A: for some I E N and h E G. Thus application of 
the Mackey-type formula for norm and res (Proposition 2 on p. 61 of [3] 
or p. 103 of [ 11; see also [9]) shows that for E < H, 
res ,,,norm,,,,(l +Z)=nnormAnE.~resA.AnE(l +t), (1) 
where h runs through a left transversal for AE in H. If E = B and 
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AnBzAP for some IEN and gEG, then res,,,,,(l+r)=l and hence 
res,,,normA,,(l +r)= 1. On the other hand if E=A, then (1) yields 
res,,,. normA,N (1 + T) = (1 + z)~’ = 1 + ttY + terms of higher degree. 
Thus if z is the homogeneous part of normA,H( 1 + r) of degree usq, then 
0 # res, z E S(A, k), but resBz = 0 whenever A n B c A: for some 1 E N and 
hE G. Since z = zg for all g E G by naturality of norm (Proposition 3 on 
p. 62 of [3]), the result now follows by setting u =yz. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A d H4G with A an elementary abelian p-group, and let 
A,,A,,...,A,<A (scanbe0). WriteC=C,(A), N=N,(A),r=N:Cand 
qt = C n H: A where q is a power of p and t is prime to p. Assume that if 
gEG\N and HnCnAK#l, then there exists iEFV and nEN such that 
AnAREA;. Then for all m E IV, there exists u E @y=+;- ’ H’q(I‘+ “)( H, k) 
such that ukGr k[G/HC], resA is a monomorphism on ukN and 
ukG n .~V(kH) = 0. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, there exists v E @y=+; ~ ’ Hcy(‘+ ‘.“( H n C, k) such 
that k[ N/C] z res, vkN c S(A, k) and res,vkN = 0 whenever B 6 H n C 
and A n B & A: for some i E f% and n E N. If u = tr, n c, H v, then application 
of the Mackey-type formula for tr and res (p. 103 of [ 11) yields for d E N 
and gEG, 
res,,, g 
ud = resH.Az trHnC,H vd 
(2) 
=; tr(HnC~hnAP,ARreS(HnC)h,(H,C)*,Ag vdh, 
where h runs through a set of representatives for the (H n C, A”) double 
cosets in H. If gh-‘$N, then either HnCnAghm’=l or AnAKh-‘cA; 
for some 1~ N and n E N, and in both cases res,,, Cjh, (Hn Cjh, AR vdh = 0. 
Thus (2) yields when g $ NH 
resH,Ag ud = 0, 
and when g = 1 
res,., ud=CresH,C.,A vdh, 
h 
where h runs through a transversal for H n C in H n N. Therefore 
res AP uk [ NH] = 0 for g $ NH, res A u E S( A, k) and if Y is a transversal for 
C(H n N) in N, then the set { resA udld E 9} is linearly independent. Since 
Y is also a transversal for CH in NH and ue = u for all e E CH, we con- 
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elude that uk[NH] rk[NH/CH], resA uk[NH] c S(A, k) and resA is a 
monomorphism on uk[NH]. 
Let Y be a right transversal for NH in G and suppose 
c ge 5 ag g E Jl’W) where a,~ uk[NH] for all gEF. Then 
resA,(Cne.‘T cr,g)~~V(kA~) for foxy. But if .fg ’ 4 NH, then 
re+I,,-, I CI~ = 0 and hence res,, ~1, g = 0. Therefore resAf aff~ Jlr(kA’) 
and so resA crl-e M(kA) n S(A, k) = 0. We deduce that C(~= 0 and the result 
follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Everything is clear from Lemma 3.2, except 
whether the range of summation in the direct sum is large enough. So we 
apply Lemma 3.2 with r = N: C, qt = C n H: A (where q is a power of p 
and t is prime to q) and s = G: N - 1 (so {A,, A, ,..., A,} = 
{A n B,, A n B, ,..., A n B,} where B,, B, ,..., B,s are the distinct conjugates 
of A, not equal to A, in G). Then when i = m + r - 1, 
q( i + rs) = /(m + r - 1 + rs)/t = mfjt + h/t, 
and when i = m. 
q( i + rs) = l(m + rs)/t = ml/t + a/t. 
The result now follows by replacing m with the integer mt - a/l + at/l. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Write &l(H) = {A,, A,..., A,} and if 
w=E,~ rm wjjE H*(H, k) with w,E H’(H, k), define supp(w)= {in r+Jlwi#O}. 
For r = 1, 2,..., m and SE N, application of Theorem 1.2 shows that there 
exist u,, E H( H, k) such that suPP(%\) are pairwise disjoint, 
{y E kGlu,,,y =0} = d(HC,(A,)) kG and u,,kGn .;t”(kH) = 0. Now set 
v,= f ur, and M= f v,kG. 
r=l ., = 0 
Then v,kGEk[G/H]/I for all s~tV, Mz @;“_,k[G/H]/Z and 
M n X(kH) = 0, which proves (ii). 
Define J= fLRcH, k[G/H] d(k[HC,(A)/H]). Suppose AEJ~‘(H) and 
C = HCG (A)/H. If LX E H*( H, k) and c E C, then c = Hd for some dg C,(A) 
and so 
res,cr(c-l)=res,cc(d-l)=(res,cr)(d-1)=0 
by using the naturality of resA. Therefore resA H*(H, k) d(kC)=O, hence 
resA H*(H, k) k[G/Hj A(kC) = 0 
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and we deduce that resA H*(H, k) J= 0. Since this is true for all A E M(H), 
application of the Theorem of [lo] shows that H*(H, k) JC A”(kH) and it 
follows from (ii) that Jc I. By symmetry (use the involution of kG induced 
by the map g-g-’ for gEG) Ic_J, hence H*(H,k)Z&Jlr(kH) as 
required. 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Since CPjP is a p-group (cf. Lemma 2.1(i)), we 
see that V is a k[G/P]-submodule of k[G/CP]. The result now follows 
from Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let HaG, let n E N and let U, V, and S he k[GJH]-modules. 
Assume that U is projective, S # 0, and that S, S*, and U are submodules of 
U, V, and H”(H, k), respectively. Then H”(G, V) # 0. 
Pro@ Let 
-‘p,,, +Pi+ ... +P,pP,-+k-rO 
be a resolution of k with projective kc-modules. Then H”(H, k) is the nth 
homology group of the complex 
0 + Hom,,(P,, k) -+ Hom,,(P,, k) + ... --f Hom,,(P,, k) 
+ HomkH(P,+, , k) +, 
and H”(G, V) is the nth homology group of the complex 
O+Homkc(PO, V)-+H~rn,~(p,, V)+ ... +Hom,,(P,, V) 
+ Hom,,(P,+ ,, V) +. 
Since 
Hom,,(P,, V)?(Hom,,(P,, V))“z(Hom,,(P,,k)@QkH V)” 
and the isomorphisms are natural, it follows that H”(G, V) is the nth 
homology group of the complex 
... +(Hom,,(P,,k)@,, V)“-+(Hom,,(P,+,,k)@,, V)“+ ..., 
Now U is a direct summand of H”(H, k); in other words in the sequence 
. . . +H~m~~(f’,,+~, k)@ HomkH(P,,, k)-Q HomkH(P,,+,, k)+ ..., 
U is a direct summand of Ker cp/im 0. Hence in the sequence 
HomkH(P,,- ,, k)OkH Vm HomkH(P,,, k)OkH V 
cpo’* HomXH(PII+ ,, k)OkH V, 
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we see that U@,, V is a direct summand of ker(cp 0 1 )/im(0@ 1). 
Therefore im( 0 0 1) 0 U OkN V is a submodule of ker( cp @ 1) and it follows 
that (U@,, I/)G~H”(G, V). But (U@,, V)G~(S@kHS*)G#O, hence 
H”( G, V) # 0. 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Write I= C, (A ): A and a = r - N, (A ): A. Since 
C,(A) z P by Lemma 2.1 (ii), we see from Theorem 1.2 that for all s E N, 
there exists a k[G/P]-submodule A4 of @::f~$H*‘(P, k) such that 
Mzk[G/P]. The result now follows by letting s be the smallest integer 
greater than or equal to m/l and applying Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Corollary 1.6. Since 0,. (G) acts trivially on V by Lem- 
ma IV.4.12(ii) of [4] and H”(G, V)ZH”(G/O,.(G), V) for all SEN (use 
Proposition 3 on p. 93 of [6]), we may assume that O,,(G) = 1. Using 
Corollary 111.2.13(i) of [4], we see that O,(G) acts trivially on V. Since G 
is p-constrained and p-stable (see Sect. 8.1 of [S]), the result now follows 
from Corollary 1.5. 
Proof of Example 1.7. Let C be the cyclic group of order two, and let A 
and B be cyclic groups of order p. Define G = (A x B) 3 C where C acts 
trivially on A and by inversion on R, and write X= A x C. Let V be the 
unique irreducible kX-- module which has nontrivial C-action, and set 
U = V@,, kG. Then U is an indecomposable kG-module with trivial 
source, and U is in the principal block of kG by Corollary V.3.11 of [4]. 
Since p’ divides the dimension of projective kG-modules, we see that U is 
nonprojective. Finally H*(G, U) z H*(X, V) = 0. 
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